
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a principal software architect. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal software architect

Provides thought leadership in technology direction, technical services,
vendor partnership and industry standards adoption
In partnership with peers in development, IT and with relevant experts,
articulate both the current state and the vision for the solutions architecture
Technical design authority – internally and externally recognized as a
specialist on complex, cross-application technical areas, will drive
benchmarking, installation, upgrade, configuration, deployment and testing
activity
Maintain a deep technical knowledge of Open Source components,
microservices, microdata, web services, cloud implementation and API design
Facilitate and lead joint software design sessions with applications team
members to identify desired functionality for data models and database
designs
Own design of end-to end solutions and provide technical leadership for the
associated solution validation tests
Gather and analyze data, devise innovative data science solutions and build
prototypes to enable development of high-performance algorithms for
solutions in scalable, product-ready code
Build out multi-year strategy and roadmaps for data management and
ingestion/extraction services that are aligned to business capabilities, and the
overall enterprise direction

Example of Principal Software Architect Job
Description
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test/dev/prod environments
Establish and maintain Dev Ops strategies for execution and growth of the
big data application, and services

Qualifications for principal software architect

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or a related field (Master’s or PhD
preferred)
Experience in distributed systems, TDD development, and multi-threaded
programming is strongly preferred
Master degree or a PhD in Computer Science or related field
A minimum of ten years experience as a software architect or designer
Experience in leading teams to design widely-used cloud and distributed
infrastructure software in well-known company like Google, MS, or technical
consultant company, or has been in charge of software engineering part work
in the development process of the big systems
Has been in charge of improving internal capability of software engineering,
and propagating the new engineering method inside the development
department


